CY 208-243: a unique combination of atypical opioid antinociception and D1 dopaminomimetic properties.
Here we describe the potent antinociceptive action of the indolophenanthridine, CY 208-243, which has high affinities to the dopamine D1 binding and the opioid sites as well as to the 5-HT1A site. The antinociceptive action was comparable to that of morphine in most, but not all models of nociception, nevertheless, basic differences exist in its overall profile. Antagonism of CY 208-243's antinociceptive action was only possible with either high doses of naloxone or not at all and no cross-tolerance with morphine in CY 208-243 tolerant rats occurred. The biochemical basis for dependence liability may be absent and no opioid activity was observed in cultured hippocampal cells. Physical dependence did not occur after programmed administration in the rhesus monkey, nor did CY 208-243 cause respiratory depression in the rat (rather a stimulation). Lack of generalization in fentanyl-trained rats strongly suggests that CY 208-243 lacks opioid-like subjective cues. The coexistence of D1 dopaminergic and atypical opioid agonist properties represents a unique pharmacodynamic combination which is not shared with any other analgesic, and may provide safe and innovative pain therapy.